Pre-Fabricated
Brick Arches
Arch Types
Loose Cut
Light Weight
Structural
Flat Gauged
Segmental
Semi Circular

A range of brick
specials are available
to compliment the
arches.

Premier Building Products Anglia Ltd supply a full range of brick arches
including loose cut, which are supplied to site shrink wrapped laid out on a
board ready for the brick layers to construct.
The second and now most popular option is lightweight arches to be
supplied pre-fabricated, in either flat gauge or segmental format. These
arches are formed with brick slips bonded to a lightweight backing and are
designed to sit on a lintel and only require on-site pointing.
The third option is concrete backed
arches. These can be supplied to
offer structural support and to
include stainless steel bearers. This
type of arch can be supplied with
one, two or three faces and in flat
gauge, segmental, double header,
bulls eye and semi- circular formats, and can include stone if required.
All arch types are normally supplied either 215mm or 290mm high with
10mm joints and 102.5mm soffits. The pre-formed segmental arches are
supplied including a plastic forma in a colour of your choice.

Benefits of pre-fabricated arches products include:
Manufactured in any brick type and can be collected from site to guarantee a
perfect colour match.
Quick and easy to install.
Our light weight arches are often a one man lift.

www.pbpanglia.co.uk
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Pre-Fabricated
Brick Arches
Flat Gauge Arch (FG)

The benefits of these
lightweight arches includes
the precise shape, the
complete flexibility of
design, the speed of
manufacture, and above all
the incredible ease of use
on site.

Flat Arch Check List
Flat gauged or
developer
Height
Opening Size
Angle of splay
Brick type
Faced on soffit

Segmental Arch
Check List

Semi Raised Flat Gauge Arch (FGR)

Developer Arch (DV)

Segmental Arch (SA)

Semi Circular Arch (SC)

With or Without in-fill
Plastic or Painted in-fill
Height
Opening
Bond Pattern
Brick Type

Restoration Arch (RA)

Tel: 01223 873331
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